TOPIC 1: ME

Unit 3: Places in my life
Overview of topic
Learners discuss, read and write about where they come from and where they live now:
I come from …. It is …...

Skills

Materials

Speaking and listening

N.B. For Activity 2 Show and tell: Before the
session, ask learners to bring in photos/pictures/
objects from their home country to share with the
rest of the class.

●●

 ake simple statements of fact, give personal
M
information and descriptions using adjectives
(Sc/E1.4a, Sc/E1.4b, Sc/E1.4d).

●●

 isten for detail and respond to requests for
L
personal information (Lr/E1.1d, Lr/E1.4b).

●●

 ronounce sounds clearly and use the correct
P
stress patterns in familiar words (Sc/E1.1a,
Sc/E1.1b).

Reading, writing and phonics

Activity 1
Large map of the world and stickers OR projected
on screen.
Cut up blank cards to scribe/write place names.
Sticky tack.
Activity 2

●●

 ead a simple text about an individual and
R
recognise sentence patterns (Rt/E1.1a, Rs/E1.1a).

Photos/images/objects related to countries brought
in for ‘show and tell’.

●●

 ecognise and decode key words (Rw/E1.1a,
R
Rw/E1.1b).

Activity 3

●●

 rite a simple sentence using capital letters
W
and full stops (Ws/E1.1a, Ws/E1.2a, Ws/E1.3a).

●●

 se and spell correctly personal keywords
U
(place names) and form letters accurately
(Ww/E1.1a, Ww/E1.2a).

●●

Initial letter sound correspondences of place
names.

●●

Final letter ‘y’ /i:/ sound.

Language points
●●

 djectives to describe places e.g. dirty,
A
crowded, hot.

●●

Structures: I come from …. I live in .../It is …

●●

 se capital letters for ‘I’ and the first letter of
U
place names.
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Resource 1.3.1 (Text 3 or 4 ).
Activity 4
Resource 1.3.2 (Images and word cards) – print and
cut up one set for each group. Resource 1.3.3A or B
(Copying/writing practice) – print one copy for each
learner.
Activity 5
According to level, either: Word cards with country
names and tracing paper OR Resource 1.3.4
(Sentence strips) OR Resource 1.3.5 (Writing frame)
OR lined paper

TEACHING AND LEARNING MATERIALS
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Activity 1

Activity 2

Where do you come from? (speaking and
listening, pronunciation)

Show and tell (speaking and listening,
pronunciation)

●●

 emonstrate for yourself and then invite and
D
support learners to say and show where they
are from on a world map: I come from (country).
If you are using a poster/print out, put stickers
on the map.

●●

 how the learners the picture/photo/object you
S
have brought in (as an example) and point to
country on map, e.g. This box is from Portugal.

●●

 rite on the board: This … is from … . Ask
W
learners to show and tell with the pictures/
photos/objects they have brought in. If they
haven’t brought anything, use the internet and/
or phones to find photos or images.  Encourage
questions from other learners, e.g. What is it?
How old is it? Focus on free discussion, rather
than accuracy, to build confidence in speaking
and listening.

●●

 licit the names of countries where people in
E
the class come from. For each one model the
number of syllables and where the stress is
using, for example, clapping. Ask learners to
repeat and clap each country name.

●●

 ut the country name into a sentence: I come
P
from …. stressing the name of the country and
modelling the unstressed words and use of the
schwa in come and from. Choral drill for a few
different learners then invite each learner to say
where they are from using this stress and
structure.

Extension:
●●

 licit and drill the question: Where do you come
E
from? Ask learners to work in pairs or small
groups to practise asking and answering the
question.

 ighlight the stressed words in these
H
sentences, i.e. for the item and the country,
choral drill and then provide individual
practice.

●●

 ou can make this activity into a game with
Y
all the items/photos in a bag or covered on a
tray. Without looking, learners take one and
try to remember the name of the item and
country of origin: This … is from … .

●●

●●

 ncourage questions and discussion, e.g. Is it
E
hot?
Differentiation:
●●

 ither before the class or during the activity,
E
write country names on blank word cards for
learners to read, trace or copy from later.

●●

 espond to what learners want to say and
R
provide additional words as needed, e.g.
climate, religion, neighbouring countries etc.

Extension:
●●

 earners can introduce each other to new
L
members of the class using the 3rd person:
This is … She/He comes from …
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Activity 3

Activity 4

Text work (reading, phonics)

Describing places (vocabulary, reading, phonics)

●●

●●

 roject Text 3 or 4 (1.3.1). and
P
read aloud to learners. Check
comprehension orally.
Focus on key words ‘Afghanistan’
and ‘Luton’, establishing these
are place names – country and
town – and begin with a capital
letter. Break down these words
into syllables, identify stress
patterns and check pronunciation.
Focus on the initial sound/
letter correspondences and
elicit other places they know
that begin with the same letter/
sound correspondence, e.g. Africa,
London.

●●

 earners practise reading the
L
text in pairs. Monitor and support
individually.

●●

 ptions for further reading
O
practice, cut up the sentences
and/or words for learners to
reassemble; create a gap fill;
remove the punctuation for
learners to re-insert; match words
to text.
Differentiation
●●

 se Text 3 or 4 as appropriate
U
for your group.

●●

 and out images only from Resource 1.3.2 and explain they
H
are in pairs of opposites, give an example to aid understanding.

●●

 o around class and elicit adjectives to describe each one,
G
act/mime if necessary to prompt. Check understanding and
drill as necessary.

●●

 odel how to use them when describing where learners live
M
now, e.g. Bradford is busy.

●●

 and out some or all of the word cards according to level
H
(Resource 1.3.2). Read words aloud, check understanding
and ask learners to read them aloud to one another.

●●

 se for phonics practice as required, e.g. final letter ‘y’, /i:/
U
sound in dirty, busy. Elicit other words with the same sound/
letter pattern, e.g. happy, baby, sorry. (NB: not dry)

●●

 ivide learners into pairs to match the correct word to each
D
image.

●●

In pairs, ask learners to describe to their partner where they
live now and where they lived before using the adjectives on
the cards. London is busy. Lisbon is quiet. Feedback to class.
Differentiation
●●

 or lower level learners reduce the number of images and
F
words. One option is to just use the first page of Resource
1.3.2 and the words associated with these images.

●●

 ore confident learners can use more than one adjective
M
with and to describe where they live now and lived before

●●

 licit other adjectives to describe places and items that
E
learners have brought in.

●●

 igher level learners can practise using comparatives,
H
e.g. London is busier than Lisbon.

Extension
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●●

 rite on the board hot, wet and quiet. Highlight the letter
W
‘t’ (which is difficult to hear as it is ‘voiceless’ in final
position). Elicit examples of other words with the same
pattern.

●●

 esource 1.3.3A or 3B (copying/writing practice) can be
R
given out for homework according to learner level.

TEACHING AND LEARNING MATERIALS
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Activity 5
Describing places (writing)

●●

 epending on level, learners do one or more of
D
the following activities:
••

 opying and handwriting practice: Resource
c
1.3.3A (simpler) or 3B

••

sentence completion: Resource 1.3.4

••

text completion – gap fill: Resource 1.3.5

••

 se lined paper to write a similar paragraph
u
about themselves.

Additional differentiation/extension
activities

●●

Include more adjectives to describe places.

●●

Build longer sentences using and, but, when.

●●

 ncourage learners to create name cards to
E
put on their tables. Their first name can go on
the front and they can add their country and
language(s) on the back. In Family Learning
settings, learners can also add the names and
ages of their children.

Follow up for in and outside the classroom
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●●

If learners don’t bring in photos/pictures/
objects from their country for this session, ask
them to bring to share in future sessions. As
learners’ confidence and language build, there
can be more discussion and information shared
about each item.

●●

 or homework, ask learners to find an image
F
online of where they come from or take a photo
of an object in their home that is from their
country.

●●

 ake a photo of each item brought in by learners
T
to create an on-line gallery or to use for word/
picture matching activities, or to display with
supporting text: This bowl is from China.

●●

 reate a book of the learners’ ‘stories’ including
C
images and texts. This can revise and build
on texts from previous units – Topic 1, Unit 1:
My life now, e.g. I live with my friend in a flat in
Finsbury Park, and Topic 1, Unit 2: People in my
life, e.g. This is (name). She is my sister.
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TEXT 3
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Sana

My name is Sana.
I come from Afghanistan.
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TEXT 4
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Sana

My name is Sana.
I come from Afghanistan.
Afghanistan is beautiful.
I live in Luton.
Luton is clean.
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RESOURCE 1.3.2 Matching activity and word cards
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TEACHING AND LEARNING MATERIALS

RESOURCE 1.3.2 Matching activity and word cards
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RESOURCE 1.3.2 Matching activity and word cards
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busy

quiet

clean

dirty

hot

cold

poor

rich

wet

dry

beautiful

safe
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RESOURCE 1.3.3 A Copying

Name

1.3

Date

hot
hot

wet
wet

quiet
quiet
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RESOURCE 1.3.3 B Copying

Name

1.3

Date

hot
hot

cold
cold

wet
wet

dry
dry

quiet
quiet

busy
busy
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RESOURCE 1.3.4 Sentence strips
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I come from

I live in

I come from

I live in
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RESOURCE 1.3.5 Writing frame
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My name is
I come from
I live in
is

My name is
I come from
I live in
is

My name is
I come from
I live in
is
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